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Once upon a time, there was a I ittle animal 

[1 J A dark part of the level. 
C2 J Caution, enemy 9unflre. Robot 
soldiers wander some levels. 

and one day it popped out of someone's tummy. 
And then the people made three films about it. And then wrote a game ... 

Ii 
e know a lot of you spent Christmas with 
Doom, missing out on The Bond Movie and 
various other delights that litter the festive 
season; and we know a sizeable percentage 
of you finished the game. What on earth are 

your doing with your days now? How does . the cold 
turkey taste? Relax, a fix may be on its way ... 

First-person perspective shoot 'em ups exploded 
into view a couple of years ago and gamers, it seems, 
just can't get enough action. The aforementioned Doom 
certainly attracts most correspondence in these parts 
and with Interplay's Descent making an impression 

Fortunately, Sir has one of Iba more choice weapons on offer and Is well 
capable of dealln9 with any stray, thin red creatures which cross his path. 



n J Roll out the barrel. Or Indeed, 1111 it lull of lead. C2 J Woah. A face-hugger 
is just about to suck your face. Got the bugger. C3 J The spaceman-type
fellow flounders under a hail of bullets. C4 J It's all tumed a shade of green. 

Some of the rooms 
are pretty dark when 
you first enter them 
but most have light 
switches. A bit like 
real life really. 
Encased in some of 
the body incubators 

(scoring eight out of l O in PSM4, no less), the time 
has come for the long-awaited Alien Trilogy to enter 
the dimly lit corridor and brown trouser us. 

It was but a couple of weeks ago that one of the 
kids from a fellow magazine rushed through our portals 
and breathlessly told us of the fearsome excitement 
that is Alien Trilogy. He waxed about the later levels 
and how scared everyone had been and it transpired 
that he'd got hold of this special cheat which let him 
have loads of guns and bullets. It also allowed him to 
march to any level. 

A lot of you probably know the Alien films front to 
back and having waded through the game, casual over
the-shoulder observers recognised a lot of the scenery 
and the nasties . This scribe knows not the movies -
please be patient - but it seems from those in the 
know that elements of all three films feature throughout. 

Our editor reckons that Alien is one of the 
finest movies ever. He looked on with a mixture 

of astonishment and embarrassment upon discovering 
that your correspondent hadn't the foggiest. No matter. 

Anyway. Alien Trilogy. You start off with a mission 
brief, to kill the xenomorphs, or collect coloured identity 
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tags, or something. And then you stalk, kill, open doors, 
discover secret areas by blasting thin walls, upgrade 
your arsenal and earn your spurs. One significant 
difference between this and Doom is that Trilogy has 
a 'motion sensor' and little white dots appear on it, 
which tells you something bad is about to attack you. 
And it serves to heighten the tension, particularly if 
the foe is a 'face-hugger' - horrible little creatures 
which jump on your ... yes you're ahead of us. 
These little beggars scamper along ventilation shafts, 
so a little white dot might be right next to you on the 
scanner but you can't actually see the blighter. 

You're often shafted. It's one of the satisfying things 
in the world to unload a shotgun into one of them, 
particularly if they're flying toward your face - they 
explode, emitting horrible, acidey green stuff. But when 
they land on your face you can't help but turn away 
from the screen . Shudder. 

It soon becomes clear that you have to garner 
superior firearms. You begin with a revolver but to C> 
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First-person shoot 'em up 

the game's most 
spectacular effects is 
when you blast the 
glass windows into 
pieces, shards of 
glass flying all over 
the place. The crash 
and tinkle sounds 
brilliant, too. 
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n l Two hits to the midriff later, he dropped like a sack of spuds. [ 21 These big lizards side-step and are tricky beggars to kill. Cinsetl Oh my giddy aunt. 
[ 31 When it gets tough, launch a few grenades. [ 41 Machine gun etiquette. Blast the walls. C5 l 'Star Wars extra wanders on to wrong film set' shocker. 

If Alien Trilogy isn't 
quite chilling enough 
for you, try a quick 
jaunt down to Allen 
War next to the 
Trocadero in London. 
The show was opened 
by Sigourney Weaver 
and features hardware 
props made from the 
movie originals. 

t> kill the big lizard things the shotgun comes in mighty 
handy. You can fire rounds with the pistol but they just 
look at you funny. Mind, they don't last long against a 
flame thrower. Heh, heh. To get about the levels, you 
have to activate doors or perhaps blast packing cases 
which reveal power-ups. Also, barrels often block 
corridors and you simply don't tire of watching the 
pretty fireballs when you shoot them. Alien Trilogy, you 
see, looks splendid. The boxes really fragment into 
pieces upon receiving a bullet and in later levels there 
are these wooden things whi.ch explode into smithereens, 
splinters flying all over the place. 

Our friends at Probe have gone to great lengths to 
include neat graphical touches. There's one bit (make 
that two) where you have to turn off the music and 
just listen to the sound effects. You come across a 
swimming pool in the recreation area and obviously 
the temptation to dive in is too great. Whoosh, in you 

go and it sounds brilliant. Childishly, we jumped 
in again and again like midnight revellers in 
a Spanish resort. And in some levels there are 
loads of glass windows which separate the interior and 
you can shatter them and listen gleefully to the tinkling 
crash. Mindless destruction. Wonderful. It's a shame 
there isn't more of this stuff in the game. 

Doom is a game which lets you in with a gentle 
pat on the head. It ushers you through the door and 
gives you time to wipe your feet and settle in. But 
there's trouble around the first bend in Trilogy when a 
face-hugger comes scooting over the top of the stairs. 
First-timers always reel and run for it. One can saunter 
through the first l O levels in Doom but once you hit 
the third stage of Trilogy you really have to sneak 
the corridors with care. It's HARD. We reckon Alien 
Trilogy has got some 35 levels compared with Doom's 
59, but you'll be hacking through the former long 

n l Here's an armoured personnel carrier. And it's dark. 
[ 21 An angry guard dog gets it and [ 31 a face hugger on 
the warpath. [41 The hot grates sap your Ille and there 
are lizards to destroy too. [51 A little hugger. 



Chllllngly, the body you see on the right bleeds - when you strafe it with 
bullets at least. They harbour coloured tags which let you out of the level. 

windows which 

In all of the three 
movies there are only 
two cars. The Daihotal 
tractor CtopJ seen only 
fleetingly in the 
special edlUon of 
Aliens, and the APC 
which received a bit 
of a beating in the 
same film. 

In some levels there are loads of glass 

gleefully to the tinkling crash 

after you've been Doomed. 
The levels are nicely balanced, too. Some can take 

an age, while a couple only last a minute - the timed 
ones see you haring around grabbing as many power
ups as you can before exiting in time to save skin. 
Graphically, there's a real deal of variety. Along some 
of the corridors, deadly steam pipes cross your path 
and you have to dash past. It really does look like 
steam , too . And some areas have grates with fire 
bellowing beneath - you have to literally hotfoot it over 
them. One underground area has cocooned colonists 
in the walls and you have to blow them away to collect 
the coloured identity tags . The blood splatters all over 
the wall. So many cute touches . 

Initially, the music seems oddly malapropos - a little . 
too jingly - but you kind of get used to it. The fussy 
can turn it off and settle for j ust the sound effects but 
these don't quite match the shrieks and howls of Doom. 

You're almost spitting now. 'FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE 
MAN. IS IT A DOOM BEATER?', you cry. Alien Trilogy is 
a different game - simple as that. More pensive, yet 
certainly atmospheric. Scary, too. It doesn't quite have 
the howling intensity of Doom but you cannot fail to 
enjoy the graphical variety, the range of weaponry and 
assortment of foe. Inevitably there will be periods when 
you're strolling the corridors with not a clue where to 
turn . And there will be times when you see a dot on 
the scanner approaching fast and you just turn and 
flee in the opposite direction. 

So it comes , thoroughly recommended. Okay, so 
some of the levels are a mite repetitive. Shooting the 
side-stepping lizard things becomes a chore. But it's a 
fun game to explore, a real adventure. And if ~ 
you like the films you've probably already J:L 
dropped the magazine and headed for the shop. AoyS<o<loo 

Pla)'Station. 
■ GRAPHICS: Damned fine 9 

■ SOUND: Some brilliant effects 8 

Magazineu ■ LIFESPAN: Should be long 8 

Alien Trllagy 
The bleakest of the three movies is 
David Fincher•s Alien3, which 
managed to write off three of the 
main heroes In one fell swoop. And 
then killed off Ripley as well. No 

Much of the set design for the Allen movies is the work of graphic designer 
Ron Cobb, whose work also graces movies like Bladen,nner and Conan TIie 
Barllarlan. Probe has cleverly captured the futuristic designs in the . texture
maps used throughout the first two episodes. 

H • • b. appmess ,s a jg gun 

■ GAMEPLAY: 

■ PRESENTATION: 

■ ORIGINALITY: 

--On the first level you even have to pick up 
the auto-mapping facility. From hereon in, you 
need to gamer the best guns available to 
progress to the incredibly tough later levels. 

A bit like Doom 8 Smooth of movement, big of 

8 picture, and puzzly of action. 

Yeah, no worries 7 Monsters, guns, and an adventure 

in the offing. Oh yes, you will 

Nice take, old idea 7 enjoy Alien Trilogy. F.ffliHaul 
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